
Year 2 Learning – Week Beginning 29th June - Theme: Super Heroes 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Topic 
activities 
 

For all of these 
activities you 
can do them 
without needing 
to print out any 
sheets. Any 
examples are 
just so you can 
see what it 
could look like 
but the children 
at school will be 
doing these on 
blank pieces of 
paper just like 
you can at 
home. 
 
 

Draw a picture of a your 
own Blood Delivery Service 

Motorbike 
Watch the video clip… 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/ipla
yer/episode/b03d7bw1/ope
ration-ouch-series-2-
episode-2 
about 21mins 
 

Now you can start to think 
about this NHS Superhero 
worker and the Operation 
Ouch clip we watched.  
Can you remember what 
they did for their job? - If 
you can't you can always 
re-watch the clip.  
 

Where is blood stored?  
He is on call all night, but 
what does he do between 
calls? 
Why does his son think it is 
a great job?  
Why do they have to get 
the blood there as quickly 
as possible? 
When does the Motorbike 
Blood Delivery Service have 
a day off? 
Why do you think they use 
motorbikes rather than cars 
to deliver the blood? 
 

Now it time to draw and 
label a blood delivery 
motorbike. Try really 
carefully get the shape and 
colours right.  

Our bodies – The heart 
You could watch this … 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bite
size/topics/z9yycdm/articles
/zqhbr82  

- it’s a good introduction. 
Now try to locate your pulse 
or heart beat - do this when 
you have had a rest because 
now we are going to feel 
what happens to your heart 
when you have done some 
exercise. 
 

Choose some activities that 
range from being a bit 
active to very active – like a 
gentle walk or playing a 
game of catch to running 
upstairs or skipping. 
 

Have a range of about 5 or 6 
and put them in order from 
least active to most active. 
 

Now record how many 
beats your heart is doing in 
a minute before you start 
and write that down. Now 
do each activity for a minute 
and then immediately check 
your pulse – record the 
beats for one minute. Which 
activity makes you heart 
beat the most? Why do you 
think that is? What about 
your breathing? 

What we need to stay 
healthy 

You could watch this … 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bite
size/topics/z9yycdm/articles

/zxvkd2p 
Make a list of the things you 
need to do while watching 

the video. 
Now can you think of the 

things you have already done 
today or this week to keep you 
healthy? Make a list of these 

things. 
 

We have already got you to 
design a healthy meal as 

one of the activities so now 
it is time to do one of these 

new activities… 
Make up a rhyme or song to 
do as you wash your hands – 
you could use a well-known 
tune. Write your rhyme and 

decorate it so you can stick it 
up near a sink to remind 
everyone in your house.  

or… 

Make up an exercise routine 
for everyone in your house 

to try out - it could be 
different things on different 

days - create the weekly 
timetable for your family to 
follow. Or an actual exercise 

routine of 10 exercises. 
Again write and decorate it.  

WE ARE DOING this at school over the two days the children 
come in but of course you can do this at home as well – it will 

be something the children will enjoy doing anyway  

Make it Fly – Kites 

This is science and engineering – “STEM” 

 
 
  

SEE TEMPLATES ATTACHED 
 if you want them or draw it yourself on massive paper!! 

The carp one looks good hung in the garden, so use something 
more weather proof to decorate it! 
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Spellings  
Here are some of 
the words or 
spellings of 
suffixes that the 
children are 
expected to 
know about in 
Year 2 
 
 
These spellings 
are directly 
linked to 
phonics 
activities on 
the next page. 
 
Practising words 
that your 
children are 
unsure of from 
the Common 
Exception Word 
list would also 
be great! 
You should have 
a copy of this at 
home already. 

1. Look, say, cover, write and check each word. 
 

2. Write each word in your neatest handwriting  
 

3. Write a sentence with each word in. For examples see the phonics activities below. 
You can always make up your own too! 

 
Verbs – ed, ing and past tense words 

skip – skipping 
                       open – opened 

                  climb – climbing 
                    drop – dropped 

clap – clapping 
walk  - walked 

talk – talking 
dream – dreamed 

begin - began 
see - saw 
eat - ate 

throw - threw 
 

climb is also a  
Y2 common exception word               



PHONICS Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Phonics activities 
We have included 
the teaching points 
to help you at 
home to teach the 
concept too. 
When marking 

always check for 
spelling, capital 

letters and 
punctuation. 

 
 
 

We will not be 
doing any of this 

at school this 
week – we will 

be doing more of 
the actual 

phonics with 
counting the 
phonemes 

(sounds) or pick 
out particular 

graphemes (the 
spelling choice of 
a phoneme, and  
we will use those 

words in 
sentences. 

 
 

Adding ing or ed to 
verbs – doubling up 

You could watch this … 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UVKvTvUP-YQ 

Some verb that do double 
up are –, 
hop – hopping - hopped, 
clap – clapping - clapped, 
drop– dropping – dropped 
rip – ripping – ripped 
pat - patting – patted 
hum– humming – hummed 
skip – skipping - skipped, 
drum–drumming-drummed 
plan – planning - planned 
The rule is that we double 
the final letter when a 
one-syllable words (verb)  
is a consonant + vowel + 
consonant word (as in all 
the words above.) 
 
Practice writing the words 
with doubling up the last 
letter. 
Then make up a few 
sentences that include 
those words and dictate 
them to the children to 
write. Can then spell them 
correctly 
 

NOT Doubling up for 
 ed or ing 

If the vowel is a long 
sound as in “ay”, “ee”, 
“igh” “oh”, “oo/ue”, “or” 
etc or it ends with more 
than one consonant, then 
the last vowel is not 
doubled up e.g.  
 

rest – resting - rested 
open – opening - opened 
dream – dreaming – dreamed 
work – working – worked 
climb – climbing – climbed 
roar – roaring -  roared 
snow – snowing – snowed 
rain – raining – rained 
talk – talking – talked 
walk – walking – walked 
 

Of course there are many 
exceptions but for now just 
concentrate on the words that 
do meet these rules. 
As with yesterday – write out 
these word and then put them 
into your own sentences that 
the children make up and write 
or that you dictate to them to 
write. 
 
 

What is a verb 
Last week at school the 
children revised what verbs 
were and in particular the 
past tense of verbs that have 
_ed added to them e.g. 
kicked, looked and shouted. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/zpxhdxs 
Watch the bitesize video and 
try the game from the link as an 
introduction. 

Ask the children to write the 
past tense version of these 
verbs. 
NB there are a few trick ones 
too – they don’t all just need 
to have ed added – and 
some may need doubling of 
the last consonant so choose  
the ones you give you child 
carefully  depending on how 
much challenge you think 
s/he needs. 
Drag 
Look 
Scream 
Turn 
grin 
Jump 
Push 
Crawl 
Yawn 
smash 
spin 
see 
begin 
throw 

Writing in the past tense 
Use the past tense of verbs 
to write in the past tense 
 
Watch the bitesize video and 
try the game from the link as 
an introduction. – its not 
great but it may help a bit… 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bites
ize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/z3
dbg82 
 
using some of the verbs 
from yesterday that you put 
into the past tense, have a 
go at creating your own 
sentences or even a short 
story about something that 
happened already – in the 
past tense. 
 
e.g.  
Rosy screamed when she 
turned and saw a massive 
creepy worm that threw at 
custard pie at her. 
 
 
Then after each sentence 
check for punctuation and 
spelling and underline the 
verbs 

 

Revision of the 
whole week. 
 
You may feel 
there is a 
particular part of 
the week that 
needs revisiting, 
or try some other 
verbs to see if 
they double up, 
do not double up 
or are even 
exceptions like  
 Sit  becomes sat  
Eat becomes ate 
etc. 
 
Do a spelling test 
of the words on 
the previous 
page! 
 
If you really think 
your child needs 
a challenge – put 
the spelling words 
into sentences 
and get them to 
write these out to 
check how good 
at spelling they 
really are!! 

NB - links to YOUTUBE - use of 
these in school is very limited 
because we cannot be sure they 
are safe for children to watch - 
so check them first before you 
show them to your children and 
watch them together 
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Maths Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 

 
Common 
Language 
Triangle, square, 
rectangle, circle, 
pentagon, 
hexagon 
Sides, edges, 
vertices 
 
Top Tip 
You can count the 
number of sides 
and vertices on a 
2D shape- they 
are both the same 
 
 

Properties of 2D Shape 
Watch the videos 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/arti
cles/zq6p7yc 
 

 

 
2D shape hunt                                      
See what 2D shapes you can find 
around the house. You will need a pencil 
and a piece of paper.                                                    
Look around the house for 2D shapes. 
Draw them on your piece of paper. 
Can you draw and 
label:  

 the sides 
 the vertices 
 lines of symmetry 

Or 
Activity 2 (see website) 
Activity 3 (see website) 
Activity 4 (see website) 

Properties of 2D Shape 
Watch the videos 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/arti
cles/zp2tjsg 

3D shape hunt                                       
See what 3D shapes you can find 
around the house. 
 
Look around the house for objects that 
are 3D shapes. Draw them on your piece 
of paper. Can you draw and label: 
 
the faces 
the edges 
the vertices 
 
 
 
 

Or 
Activity 2 (see website) 
Activity 3 (see website) 
Activity 4 (see website) 

 

Repeat pattern making 
Watch the videos 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/arti
cles/zrmj2sg 

 
Using vegetables e.g. Potatoes- make 
shape vegetable stamps  
 

 
 
Make your own repeating pattern  
   

Or 
Activity 2 (see website) 

 

Shape patterns 
Watch the videos 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/arti
cles/z338bqt 

 
Cut out a long strip of paper- Draw 
your own repeating pattern using 2D 
shapes 

 
Or 

Activity 2 (see website)  
Activity 3 (see website) 
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Carp Kite Template 


